THE COLLECTED POEMS
A complete and definitive edition of the Tennessee Williams's verse, with a CD of the
author reading some of his poems in his unmistakable Mississippi drawl.Few writers
achieve success in more than one genre, and yet if Tennessee Williams had never
written a single play he would still be known as a distinguished poet. The excitement,
compassion, lyricism, and humor that epitomize his writing for the theater are all
present in his poetry. It was as a...
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Peek Inside the Book
We have not long to love.Light does not stay.The tender things are thosewe fold away.Coarse fabrics are
the onesfor common wear.In silence I have watched youcomb your hair.Intimate the silence,dim and
warm.I could but did not, reachto touch your arm.I could, but do not, breakthat which is still.(Almost the
faintest whisperwould be shrill.)So moments pass as thoughthey wished to stay.We...

Reader's Opinions
Some of these were nice. I was in a rush to finish this, though, not the best way to digest poetry. Then
again, it's sort of a mish-mosh of his material.
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